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HELICOPTER HYDRAULIC-POWERED FLYING CONTROLS ‘SERVO TRANSPARENCY’ 

1 Introduction

1.1 Following their investigation into a helicopter accident involving a UK-registered Eurocopter AS350B2 Squirrel, the Air Accidents

Investigation Branch (AAIB) recommended that owners and operators of similar helicopters be reminded of the phenomenon of

‘Servo Transparency’ (Safety Recommendation 2008-068). There were several other notable safety recommendations made

within the report which is referenced and linked below. This information remains relevant today and this AIC replaces AIC P 043/

2009.

1.2 The purpose of this Circular is to draw to the attention of such operators the nature of this phenomenon, which may also be known

as ‘Servo reversibility’ or ‘Jack stall’. A full description of this feature is provided below through information issued by Eurocopter

in their Service Letter 1648-29-03 dated 14 December 2003. This information has also been updated by Airbus Helicopters for this

publication.

1.3 Several other helicopter accidents involving ‘Servo Transparency’ have occurred worldwide and references are provided for some

of these in the Table below.

2 The Eurocopter (now Airbus Helicopters) Service Letter

2.1 The content of the Eurocopter Service Letter is reproduced below which, although published for Eurocopter France AS350B, BA,

B1, B2, B3, D, AS355E and EC120B models, provides more generic advice for similar types:

‘This message is being issued as a reminder about the Servo Transparency phenomenon that can be encountered during

excessive manoeuvring of any single hydraulic system equipped helicopter, if operated beyond its approved flight envelope. This

phenomenon is known variously as Servo Transparency, or Servo Reversibility, but is referred to here as Servo Transparency.

This aircraft phenomenon occurs smoothly and is not dangerous, if properly anticipated by a pilot during an abrupt or excessive

high load manoeuvre such as a high positive g-turn or pull-up. The factors that affect Servo Transparency are airspeed, collective

pitch input, gross weight ‘G’ loads and density altitude’ 

2.2 These factors have been updated in a more recent Safety Information Notice (SIN No. 3287-S-67) and now include the load factor,

the manoeuvre force (actions combined on the controls), high speed (refer to SIN No. 3093-S-00 dated 28.10.2016), high weight,

high collective pitch, a high density altitude (altitude/temperature). SIN No. 3093-S-00 details safety tips for flight close to VNE.

3 What Happens?

3.1 Hydraulic control boost is accomplished by irreversible hydraulic systems which isolate the pilot from the aerodynamic forces of

the main rotor by the use of servos. The loads are transmitted from the blades through the pitch rods to the swash plate assembly.

The hydraulic power system counter-acts these forces through the servos. Since this results in zero control forces, artificial pilot

control forces are then created by frictions, springs or force trims. The maximum force the servo actuators can produce is constant

and is a function of hydraulic pressure and of the servo characteristics. The system is designed to exceed the requirements of the

approved helicopter flight envelope. However, the maximum available power must be limited by design to protect the airframe

against overstress, if the approved flight is exceeded. With excessive manoeuvring and under a combination of the above listed

factors, the aerodynamic forces can increase beyond the opposing servos forces and Servo Transparency occurs.

3.2 The aerodynamic forces in excess of the hydraulic forces are then transmitted back through the control links to the pilots cyclic

and collective controls. On clockwise turning rotors, as on the AS350 and EC120, the right servo is the highest loaded when

manoeuvring (retreating blade), so servo transparency results in gradually increasing left cyclic control loads required to avoid un-

commanded right cyclic motion accompanied by down collective movement due to the general overload on the swash plate

assembly. The cyclic and collective control inputs required to counter these control motions may give a pilot who is unaware of this

phenomenon an impression that the controls are jammed. If the severity of the manoeuvre is not reduced, the aircraft will roll right

and may pitch up. The amplitude of the induced control feedback loads is proportional to the severity of the manoeuvre, but the

phenomenon normally lasts less than 2 seconds since the resultant aircraft reaction helps to reduce the factors that contribute to

the severity of the manoeuvre and of the Servo Transparency.
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4 The Pilot’s Reaction

4.1 The pilot’s reaction to the first indication of control forces feedback should be to IMMEDIATELY reduce the severity of the

manoeuvre. Once, developed Servo Transparency will reduce the helicopter speed due to some pitch-up and reduce control loads

by included down collective movement, so the servo transparency phenomenon is self-correcting. The pilot reaction is to follow

the control movement and to allow the collective pitch to decrease (of course, monitor main rotor RPM speed at very low pitch) to

reduce the overall load on the rotor system and smoothly counteract the right cyclic tendency to prevent an abrupt left cyclic

movement as hydraulic assistance is restored.

4.2 Pilots should understand that Servo Transparency is a natural phenomenon for a perfectly flyable helicopter. Basic airmanship

should prevent encountering this phenomenon by avoiding combinations of high speed, high gross weight, high density altitude

and aggressive manoeuvres which exceed the aircrafts approved flight envelope. It is a basic rule tells (sic) you that it is particularly

inappropriate to perform manoeuvres which reach and exceed several aircraft limitations simultaneously.

5 Training

5.1 The methodology to be used by instructors when demonstrating servo transparency is detailed in both the AS350 ECUREUIL /

Single Engine Family and the EC 120 Operational Suitability Data (OSD) report at Section 8 - Training Areas of Special Emphasis

(TASE).

5.2 Wherever possible, and especially for all high-risk training scenarios, a FSTD should be used.

6 Comment

6.1 It cannot be emphasised enough that pilots should ensure that they fly their aircraft within the limits published in the appropriate

Flight Manual (FM). If these limits are inadvertently exceeded, structural or handling problems may be experienced in any aircraft,

and it is important that any recovery manoeuvre should be carried out smoothly, which may require considerable height to

complete. FM Section 2.3 Flight Envelope Limits Para 6 Maneuvering (sic) Limitations, does detail the limitations and provides

advice with regards to servo transparency.

6.2 The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Special Airworthiness Bulletin SW-04-35 on the subject of Servo Transparency makes

several recommendations including:

• The pilot should follow (not fight) the control movement.

• Allow the collective pitch to decrease (monitoring Rotor RPM, especially at very low collective pitch settings) to reduce the

overall load.

• You should be aware that as the load is reduced, hydraulic assistance will be restored, and force being applied to the controls

could result in undesired opposite control movement.

• Follow the aircraft limitations in accordance with the Aircraft Flight Manual.

6.3 Further information is contained in the following reports and notices:

AAIB Bulletin 2/2009

Australian Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) Airworthiness Bulletin 27-008 - http://www.casa.gov.au/wcmswr/_assets/main/

airworth/awb/27/008.pdf 

FAA Helicopter Flying handbook - http://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/handbooks_manuals/aviation/helicopter_flying-

handbook/media/helicopter_flying_handbbok.pdf

FAA Special Airworthiness Bulletin SW-04-35 - rgl.faa.gov/Regulatory_and_Guidance_Library/rgSAIB.nsf/(LookupSAIBs)/SW-

04-35?OpenDocument 
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National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) AAB 04/02 - http://www.ntsb.gov/investigations/AccidentReports/Pages/

AAB0402.aspx 

Transport Safety Board of Canada (TSBC) A05F0025 - http://www.bst.gc.ca/eng/rapports-repots/aviation/2005/a05f0025/

a05f0025_sec2.asp

SKYbrary - http://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Servo_Transparency

Eurocopter Ecureuil / Single Engine Family OSD

Eurocopter EC120B OSD

6.4 Table of Previous occurrences involving servo transparency on AS 350–series helicopters

Agency Date of occurrence Occurrence number and summary

U.S. National Transportation 

Safety Board

19/10/2001 FTW02FA017 – The pilot initiated a descendingright-hand turn at about 200 feet 

above ground level, at an airspeed of 115 to 120 knots. During the turn, the pilot 

realized the turn was too steep and tried to shallow the turn; however, the cyclic 

would not move and the helicopter subsequently collided with the ground. There 

were 2 fatalities.

U.S. National Transportation 

Safety Board

14/12/2004 LAX05FA053 – While manoeuvring for landing, the pilot was unable to move the 

cyclic and the helicopter collided with the ground. The report refers to the 

phenomenon of servo transparency. There was 1 fatality.

Transportation Safety Board 

of Canada

23/07/2007 A07W0138 – The pilot encountered servo transparency during a sudden, high-

speed descent. The pilot had received training to recognize servo transparency; 

however, the pilot was not able to apply this training during the actual event. The 

pilot was unable to recover prior to the impact with terrain. There was 1 fatality.

U.K. Air Accidents Investiga-

tion Branch

15/09/2007 EW/C2007/09/06 – It is probable that, at some stage, the pilot manoeuvred the 

helicopter at maximum performance, whether to ensure terrain avoidance and/or 

to arrest the descent, or for some other reason. This would have made a servo 

transparency encounter more likely. There were 4 fatalities.

Accident Investigation Board 

Norway

04/11/2011 SL2012/13 – Abrupt manoeuvring may have led to an encounter with servo trans-

parency at a height from which the pilot was unable to recover before the impact. 

The report includes a detailed description of servo transparency. There were 5

 fatalities.

Swiss Transportation Safety 

Investigation Board

01/07/2013 No. 2265 – The report states that the accident is attributable, with a high likeli-

hood, to a loss of control by the pilot after the onset of servo transparency during 

a right turn in close proximity to terrain, and the subsequent collision of the heli-

copter with the ground. There was 1 fatality.

U.S. National Transportation 

Safety Board

15/12/2015 WPR16FA040 - About 10 minutes after take-off, the helicopter entered mountain-

ous terrain. About 30 seconds before impact, the helicopter flew over a saddle, 

clearing the terrain by about 30 FT and having cleared the ridge, it started to de-

scend and accelerate reaching a ground speed of 148 knots. About 10 seconds 

later, there was an abrupt increase in the helicopter's pitch and right roll rates, con-

sistent with right and aft cyclic inputs. The paramedic described the subsequent 

motions of the helicopter as a violent hard right bank. The flight characteristics 

seconds before impact were consistent with a rapid onset of servo transparency. 

Injuries, 2 fatal, 1 serious.

Transportation Safety Board 

of Canada

16/03/2016 A16P0045 - Approximately 1 minute after take-off, while operating at low altitude, 

the pilot initiated a descent into a ravine. During the descent, the helicopter’s air-

speed increased rapidly. Moments later, the helicopter abruptly rolled to the right, 

pitched up, and collided with terrain on a steep snow-covered slope. Due to the 

combination of a high-power descent near Vne and a 1.5g to 1.8g vertical accel-

eration near maximum gross weight the helicopter was placed in a flight regime 

that resulted in servo transparency at a height from it was not able to be recov-

ered. There were no injuries, all 7 occupants egressed the aircraft.


